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In the first part of this paper a characterixation of epi-reflective subcategories of the category 
TOP of topological spaces interms of initial topologies is given. This characterization enables us to 
associate oeach epi-retkctive subcategory of TOP, regular systems of cogenerators. After having 
examined some properties of these regular systems, the second part of the paper considers an 
A-closure operator associated to every epi-reflective subcategory A of TOP which for each reguiar 
system of cogenerators f A determines an epi-reflective subcategory of A. 
AMS (1980) Subj. Class.: 18A40,54AlO, 54D10,54DlS, SJD35,54D60, S4D69 
epi-reflective subcategory initial topology weakly initial subcategory 
regular cogenerator &sure operator 
We associate some regular systems of cogenerators to every epi-reflective sub 
category A of the category TOP of topological spaces and continuous maps. We c& a 
base for A any “minimal” system of cogenerators. 
Further, we associate o every A c TOP an A-closure operator by means of which, 
starting from any A-regular system of cogenerators (YA) for A we construct an 
epi-reflective subcategory C~YJ of A l C (YA) is called the A-regular subcategory 
individuated by (YA). If either A=TOPl or A is b&reflective, then the only 
A-regular subcategory is A. 
The A-regular subcategories individuated by A-closed bases are contained in 
every A-regular subcategory.’ 
As particular cases we recognize the epi-reflective subcategories of TOP0 of 
pc-spaces CS (where S is the Sierpinski space) and fc-spaces CR, (where 
line with the topology of semicontinuity) and the subcategories of TYCH of compact 
T.-spaces C~O,~I and the realcompact spaces CR. The spaces [O,l] and S are 
respectively TYCH-closed and TOPO-closed bases. 
1. Co#merators of topobgieal epi-re&&imis 
Let-TOP (resp. TOP,, i = 0, 1,2,3) be the category of topological f!paces (resp. K 
topological spaces) and continuous maps. In the sequel, for any subcategory A of 
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TOP, we will write AC TOP or AC TOP0 according to the fact that A does or does 
not contain a space with at least wo points having the indiscrete topology. 
For my Y ETOP we write INy for the subcategory of topological spaces whose 
top&gy is initial with respect to map with values in Y; a2sv we write IN%= A 
INvnTOPo. ’ ” 
_ - I> * I </ _’ ^ . I 
For notatims~ terminologies and basic results about epi-reflective subcategories 
see [9] and 1166. See also [7] for the basic results .;;n initial topolodei. I L , I 
For any AcTOP and cardinal A, let A(A) be the class of spaces belonging to A 
with cardinality less or equal to A. A subcategory AC TOP (AC TOPO) is said to be 
weakly initiul 3, for every cardinal A, there exists a space YA such that A(A) = 
My,(A) (A(A) = IN&(A)). Any such class (YA) is said to be a sys#em of cogenerators 
for A. If there exists a cogenerator which does not depend on the cardinality, then we 
say that A is Gmply cogenerated (or initial). 
Let us denote with REGy the subcategoryconsisting of subspaces of topological 
products of Y; we say that (Yh) is a regular sygtem of cogejnerators for ‘A if we have, 
for every cardinal A, A(A) =REGy,(A). The subcategories of type REGy were 
introduced and studied by Engelking and Mrowka in [5] and those, more generally, 
of type REGs (where $ cTOP) were studied by Herrlich in [S]. 
The equivalence between the epi-reflective subcategories of TOP and those 
eddy initial is proved in [7] with the help of a well known result of Kennison [lo] 
concerning the equivalence between the epi-reflective subcategories of TOP and 
those which are closed under formation of topological products (productive) and 
subspaces (herdtary). In what follows we show directly the equivalence ofthe three 
types of subcategories. 
W 13. For any subcategory A c ‘TOP the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) A is epi-r@ctive in TOP; 
(b) A is prodercriue and hereditary; 
(c) A is weakly initial. 
ptoof, (a) *(b& It follows from 10.16 ami 10.20 of 1161. 
(b) * (c), Let A be a cardinal and M(A)11 a family af pairwise non homeomorphic 
spaces of A(A) which contains, for every X E A(A), a space homeomorphic toX By 
hypothmis the topAogical product I!‘,&= . I &l(A) belongs to A. Since every. XE 
M(A), and whence every XE A(A), ik YA-initial (by means of any map whose 
component of index X is the identity -and the others are constants) it follogrs that 
A(A)cIN~A(A). If AcTGPo, then &(A)cIN&(~); and on the other hand, if 
XdN&(A), then TOP(X, YA) separates the points of X, therefore the map F: 
X + YmmyA’, whose components are the f E TW(X, YA) is an embedding. Thus 
X E A(A), whence IN&(A) c A(A). Naw let A @ TOP0 and X E INY~(A); the space /J ,*,*.I , ‘ : :, ’ ‘_ L
r& (quotient of X by the equivalence r ~ati6n~~~~~d’~~~~~~-~~ p&s whenever 
the closures,of their sing&o~s w;&: equal) is Y-initial and is ra, whence there is an 
embedcb~k:r~-* Y$: , . H Z lkx a spa& with the indiscrete topology of cardinality 
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not less than that of X and let f :X --+ Yi x 2 be an injective map which makes the 
following diagram commutatitre : 
XAQX 
f I 1. k . pi 
Y'XZ-YJ 
It is immediate to see that f is an embedding. Since Yi ~2 belongs to A by 
hypothesis, then also X belongs to A. Thus we have INy-(A) = A(A). 
(c) .~rr (a). Let ( YA) be a system of cogenerators for the subcategory A c TOP; for 
all X E TOP, the,space rX with the same supporting set of X and with the initial 
topology with respect to TOP(X, Y-~x ) , belongs to A and (because ofthe initiality) 
the identity r :X 4 rX is continuous. Further, for all T E A, every f e TOP(X, T)9 as 
a map from rX to T is continuous (note that every continuous map f: X4 T will 
remain continuous if the topologies of X and T are substituted by the initial 
topologies defined by the continuous maps with values on a space Y and note that T 
and rX have the initial topology w&h respect o continuous maps with values on 
Ymnx(card(,x),~~ T . It follows that A is epi-reflective inTOP. 
Let A c TOP0 and X E TOP; the space t&X) belongs to A and ro 0 r :X --, r&X) 
is the desired epi-reflection. 
Remark 1.1. As already observed by Kennison [lo], it follows from the Theorem 1.1 
that the epi-reflective subcategories of TOP are of two kinds: those which contain 
spaces with indiscrete topology (also mono-reflective) and those contained in TOPo. 
Furthermore very b&reflective subcategory of TOP, by intersection with TOPO, 
individuates one of the second kind; conversely, if A =TOPo is epi-reflective, the 
subcategory A = (X E TOP: T&E A) is epi-reflective of the second kind. Thus ro 
establishes a one to one correspondence b tween the bi-reflections and the epi- 
reflections. 
This correspondence in the general case of topological categories has been 
recently studied by Mamy in [12]. 
Remark 1.2. Clearly, every subcategory AC TOP0 has a regular system of 
cogenerators (if (YA) is a system of cogenerators, then (rOYh) is such a one r7, 
Proposition 2.23 and this last is regular). From the proof of the implication (c) + (a) it 
follows that every A c TOP has a regular system of cogenerators. 
Rema& 1.3. The: analog of the Theorem 1.1 for the coreflective subcategories of 
TOP is the following [6]. For all A c TOP the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a’)’ A is careflective in TOP; 
(b’) A is closed under formation ol” topological sums and quotients; 
(c’) A is weakly final (for every cardinal A there exists a space Xh such that 
A(A) GIN&), where FINX, denotes the class of spaces which have the final 
topology with respect o maps of domain &). 
Let A c TOP0 be an epi-reflective (simply cogenerated) subcategory of TOP; we 
call a base of A vny system of cogaerators ( YA), A 9 1, (cogenerator Y) contained in 
all other systems of cogenerators in the sense that, for every system of cogenerators 
(Y>)* there exists a class of embeddings ill : YA - YX; It is clear that every base is a 
regularsystem. 
The subcategories TOP,, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, TYCH (completely regular Ti-spaces), 
TOP24 (every two distinct points have disjoint closed neighborhoods) and PI’* (the 
real valued functions eparate the points), are examples of epi-reflective sub- 
categories of TOP. For the -generators of such subcategories we have the following 
(see [71, -pi): 
%'bamm 1.2. TOP0 is simply cogenerated with the Sietpinski space S (two points and 
one oft&em i& the un@e proper open subset) as a base; hence the cogenerators are the 
spaces containing S and fi&ermore the only To-cogenerators are those which are 
regular. We have that SPo = TOP. 
. 
TBcorcsl 1.3. TOP1 is not simply cogenerated; a base is given, for every cardinal 
A > 1, by a two-point discrete space or by a space of cardinal@ equal to A and with 
cofk& kppolosu, corresponding to the case when A is finite or not. The systems of 
cogeneratorsare those which contain the given base and furthermore the only systems of 
Ta-cogenerators are those which are regular. TOPI consists of those spaces whose 
two-point subspaces have the discrete ou indiscrete topology. 
As appkations of the Theorems I.,2 and 1.3 we have 
l+po&k X.1. There are no topoIog&al iroperues which are closed with respect to 
topoiogica~ Roducts and subspaces between TO and Tl. 
haof. If we have TOP1 c AC TOit&, aad ( YA) is a regular system of cogenerators for 
A, either some YA is not Ta or all of 4he YA are ?I; in the first case we must have 
A=TOPo, and A=TOPl in the wgond one. 
CAHdirrp 1.1. l%e following topok~gikal properties are not productive 
JO: the TO axiom for couples (x, M),, Mcompact and xrf M; 
TP: the TO axiom for couples (x, F), Ffinite set and x&F; 
TO: any point is intersection of a cksed and an open set; 
C:anypointisop~nor~losed. r ’ _’ ’ ’ 1 . _( I 
Rroot, The properties JO, TF, TD znd C are properly between TO and Ti ([l$and 
are evidently heredi&ry. * 
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Pmpositios~ 1.2. The property D (any open set is dense) is not hereditary. 
Proof. The property D is productive [ll, Theorem 33 and the Sierpinski space is 
evidently aD-space. 
The subcategories TOPz, TOPz1, and TOP3 are not simply cogenerated. For these 
subcategories noconcrete systems of cogenerators are known. 
Remark 1.4. There are productive and hereditary topological properties between 
Tl and T& The US property (every convergent sequence has exactly one limit to 
which it converges) and TM property (the TI axiom and the TO axiom for couples 
(M, N), M and N compact, M n N =8 (Cl])) are strictly between TI and Tz ([17], 
Theorem 1) and it is easy to see that these properties are productive and hereditary. 
The following is an example furnished by Herrlich: For any Tl-space X, which is 
not T2, the epi-reflective hull A of {X} w TOP2 in TOP is strictly m between TOP1 
and TOP*; since X E (A-TOP*) and there exists a Tl-space Y, which is not T2, such 
that any continuous f :X + Y is constant, and this implies YE (TOPI-Al. 
For the completely regular Tl-spaces we have 
Theorem 1.4. TYCH is simply cogenerated with the real line R as a base. Hence the 
cogenerators are the completely regular spaces which contain R and furthermore the 
only Tg-cogenerators are those which are regular. TWH is the subcategory of 
completely regular spaces. 
Remark 1.5. A base is not unique to within a homeomorphism: another base for 
TYCH is given by the standard interval [0, 11. 
Remark 1.6. There are productive and hereditary topological properties between 
T3 and T&. The following is an examp1.e furnished by Herrlich: For any Ta-space X, 
which is not T31, the epi-reflective hull A of {X} u TYCH is strictly in between TOP3 
and TYCH; since XE (A-TYCH), and there exists a TS-space Y, such that all 
continuous maps g 6 : X --) Y are constant, which implies Y E (TOPS-A). 
2. A-regular sabcategories 
Let Y be a regular cogenerator of a simply cogenerated subcategory A; for all 
X E A let ky :X_, ~YTop’x.y) be the continuous map defined by: x-g, where 
for each f e TOP(X, Y), g&J = fx ; for all continuous map f: X-, Y let 
fyi y=O*(x.Y), y Top(zy) be the continuous map defined by (fy(g))s = g(s of). We 
have the following 
Lemma 2.1. For all X, Z E A and f :X --, Y the diagram 
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(1) 
kr TOP(x,Yl 
X-Y 
’ / 
f I -*I fv . ’ 
^ 2 &“. . yTP(ZY) 
is 63mmutative. 
The proof is standard: see [4; VII, 7.41 for the case A = TYCH and Y =‘[a, 1) a& 
gc-. . 
Rr all f :X + Y and H c X, let us denote with f/N-the restriction’ off to JL Fcir 
any MC TOP, X E TOP and hl c X we call the subset 
‘ 
cH]lra={~~X:flH=g/H~fx=gx,f,g:x~ y, yen@ 
the M-closure of 1y in X. 
We say that H’ is M-closed (M-dense) in,X if we have H = [H]M ([J& = X). This 
closure operator individuates a structure of space of neighborhoods in X; the 
comparison of this structure with the topological structure of X was analyzed by 
Salbani in 1141. 
We have the following 
l?mpo&b 2.do If ( YA) is a reguila&stem of cogenerators fo  A and M c A, then, for 
all H c X, we have [Hjt~v- c [Hb. 
Pro&. If x& I[&& then there are TE M and f, g: X-T with f/H = g/H and 
f%#gx;iTwemite Y=Y -#jam then there is an h E TOP(T, Y) such that for the 
comsponding components 
v,,“kTofiv~okTog:X-+T+ YTop(T.y)+ Y 
we have 
~~okT”f/H=v~okTo~g/‘H and (~~okTonx#(?)‘hokTog)x. 
Thus we have XL [H&Y+ . 
C~oIIaty 2.1. Eke (YA)-closur, -. does not depend from the chosen regular system of 
cogenerators f A. 
- By yirtue of t@ @+I,~ 2.1 the ch&r~ _relative to a regular systemof qog$nerp 
tam of A% is also ca@ the&c&&re a&s denoted by [‘. : ah !or[ - :- 1 for &ofi. , _' _ _ I a' ,. ' _f I _ 
. ; : < , 4 . ‘ 
Co~~lhty 2,.2, The epi~rphisms in an &i-re&&&? subcategory ,A*pf TOP qre the 
A-dense maps; Unce the extremal monomorphisms in A &i ’ thk’ A&sed 
embeddings. >, ___ ,_ 7, jr ’ r,’ , .I, : “.’ I._% I -., - ‘.” 
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Proof. An f:X ‘-*Z, X, 2.~ A, is an epimorphism in A ifi for all T E A one has 
[ImflT = 2;. on $%e other hand, for all TEA we have [Im fi c [ImE&- and 
[Im fla = flIm fjc~Al for any regular system of cogenerators ( YA) for A. 
In many cases the A-closure is the identity; more precisely we have the followiug 
Proposition 2.2. If either A =TOPl, or A is b&reflective then the A-closure is the 
identity. 
Proof. Let X be a Tl-space, tl c X, x& H and let Y be a cofinite topological space 
of cardinality greater than that of X; let f :X + Y be an injective (hence continuous) 
map, yeUrn f and consider the map g:X- Y defined bygj(X-x)=fj(X-x) and 
gx = y. Now g is injective, hence continuous, and we have that f/H = g/H, fx # gx. 
Thus x& [H]. 
If A is bi-reflective, every regular system of cogenerators (YA) of A contains 
subspaces with more than one point and the indiscrete topology, therefore, for A > 1, 
TOP(X, YA) separates every pair of disjoint subset of X 
Remark 2.1. The T’OPo-closure coincides [14l with the b-closure [2, 151 or front s. 
closure [131. 
Since TOPl-closure is the identity, the epimorphisms in TOP1 are the onto maps 
[3]; the same is true for all b&reflective subcategories of TOP. 
Since any regular system of cogenerators for TOPS i = 2, 2#, 3, consists of 
Tz-spaces, we have that [Hh 0~~ is closed in the space X for all H c X [14, 
Proposition 2.23; hence H c [Hhop,. 
Finally, the TYCH-closure coincides with the ordinary closure [14, example 11. 
The A-closure enjoys the following property 
Lemma 2.2. Given the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1, we hgve that fy([kyX]) c= [kyZ]. 
Proof. If h, g: YTOp(=*y) + Y satisfies the condition h/kyZ = g/k& dce the 
diagram (1) is commutative, we have that h(fya) = g(f&z) for all a E kyX; thus we 
have that fyx E [k&E] for all x E [kyX]. 
Let (YJ be a regular system. of cogenerators for A; we say that ( YA) is A- 
regular if for all X E A and A,, A+card X there exists a homeomorphism 
j : [k y-,X] + [k y+X] which makes the following diagram commute 
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It ir clear that every regular &generator of a simply cogenerated subcategory A of 
T0P is A-regular. Also every reguiarsystim of A, where Ais TOPI or bi-reflective, 
irr forced to be A-regular. 
That being stated we have the following 
i 
Tkoree~ 2.1. For every A-regular system ( YA), the subcategory C~YA) consisting of 
the A-closed subspaces of producti of copies of ‘YA is epi~rej%ctiv& in A. 
Pmof. Fit suppose that A is simply cogenerated bythe regular cogenerator Y; by 
virtue of Lemma 2.2 the diagram (1) has the following reMSon ’ 
z ky WYZI 
If Z E Cy, ky :Z + [ky.] is a homeomorphism, hence we obtain the commutative 
diagram 
kY 
X-[kyXl 
\ 
/ 
fY 
f cba 
/ k;;’ 
z 
The uniqueness of kil 0 fu follows born the fact that ky is an epimorphism which 
holds by the Corollary 2.2. 
lf A is not simply cogenerated we achieve the same result, taking into account that 
( YA) is A-~BJW. 
The epi-reflective subcategories of A of the type C(Y,, are called A-regular 
subcategorks. 
C4wohy 2.3. The A-regular submzgodes are closed under topological products and 
A-&-d subspaces. 
cc#olbty 2.4. The only A-regular&category, for A = TOP1 or A bi-reflective, is A. 
We say that ( YA) is an A-closed iMse if it is A-regular and every YA is A-closed in 
the corresponding Yi of any other system of coghnerators. One easily checks that 
the Sierpinski space S and the stan&rd interval [0, l] are respectively TOPo-closed 
and TYCH-closed bases. 
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The proof of the following proposition is straightforward 
ProposMion 2.3. The A-regular subcategories individuated 
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by A-closed bases are 
minimal in the sense that each is con@ned in any other A-regular subcategory. mus 
the A-regular subcategories individuated by A-closed bases are unique. 
Cotolky 2.5. Cs is the minimal TOPO-regular subcategory and Qo.11 is the minimal 
TYCH-regular subcategory. 
Remark 2.5. Every TOPo-regular subcategory is a b-embedding in the sense of 
Skula [NJ. The TOPO-regular suhategory CS consists of the PC-spaces (Nel and 
Wilson [ 133) and the TOPO-regular subcategory Cs, where I& is the real line with the 
topology of semicontinuity, consists of the @spaces ([13]). The inclusions of the 
TECH-regular subcategories CR and Cco,l J have left adjoints that are respectively the 
Hewitt realcompactification and the Stone-tech compactification. 
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